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• Purposes

• Required Elements

• Form/Style

• Protecting Privilege

• Executive Sessions

• Draft and Review Process
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• Review by Auditors or Regulators

• Draft Destruction/Directors’ Notes and Copies

• Limiting or Allowing Access/Copies

• Methods to Store and Preserve Minutes
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Board Minutes - Purposes

Purposes:

• Corporate Record Function

• Evidence of Compliance with Legal Requirements

• Mitigate Risk of Liability

• Build Litigation Record

• “Checklist” for Board and Committee Duties/Responsibilities
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Purposes of Corporate Minutes

Corporate Record Function

• Official historical record of discussions and actions

• Prima facie evidence of the facts recited

• Establish internal approvals and delegations of authority

Evidence of compliance, corporate action for third 
parties

• Discoverable

• Subject to audit by third parties

• Subject to shareholder demand to inspect books and records
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Purposes of Corporate Minutes

Liability risk mitigation function

• Assume that plaintiffs will seek to use minutes in litigation

• Assume minutes will be obtained by plaintiffs counsel via 
books and records inspection demand

• Record for business judgment rule

• Record of diligence by directors for duty of care

• Reliance on representations by management

• Make litigation record re claims against company

• Document abstentions, dissents, conflicts
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Disney, Other Litigation Examples

• In Disney, motion to dismiss was denied in part 
because of issues with the minutes:

– Incomplete record

– Inconsistent with recollections

– Unbalanced record

• Other examples of how minutes have affected later 

litigation
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Purposes of Corporate Minutes

Compliance Function

Often required by state statute

• DGCL §142 – One of the officers shall have the duty to

record the proceedings of the meetings of the stockholders 

and directors in a book to be kept for that purpose

Evidence compliance with legal requirements

• NYSE/NASDAQ

• Sarbanes-Oxley Act
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1934 Act Requirements

Securities Exchange Act of 1934, §13(b)(2)

• Issuers shall make and keep books, records, and 

accounts, which, in reasonable detail, accurately and 

fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the 

assets of the issuer

• Potential SEC charges for misleading auditors
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SOX Impact on Minutes

• SOX Section 802:

Any person who knowingly conceals covers up or falsifies or 

makes a false entry in any document with the intent to impede, 

obstruct or influence the investigation or proper administration 

of any matter can be subject to fines and/or imprisonment for 

up to 20 years.
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Points to Remember - Purposes

• Ask “For what purposes am I recording this?”

– Corporate Record

– Compliance

– Liability Risk Mitigation
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Required Elements

• Date, time, location

• Type of meeting

• Attendance

• Procedure, with presenters and resolutions

• Use of consent agenda

• Discussion, deliberation

• Actions taken

• Follow-up requests

• Executive sessions
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Form/Style: Deciding on Content

• Corporate Secretary has the responsibility for 

deciding:

– What aspects of the discussion should be in the record

– How the discussion will be reflected in the minutes

• Chairman and other Directors may influence style 

and content
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Control of Content

• Keep the level of detail “appropriate” for the particular 

agenda item

– In general, detail should increase with perceived significance or degree 

of risk

– Routine items can be recorded with less detail

• Use care in referring to and incorporating materials by 

reference

– What does “approved as requested” mean?

– Materials incorporated by reference effectively are part of the 

corporate minutes
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Handling Conflicts of Interest

If a Director has a conflict of interest on a matter, 

the minutes need not describe the nature of the 

conflict, but should simply reflect that the director 

abstained and/or left the meeting while the 

discussion took place.
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Handling Dissents

• Dissents are rare  

– Most items are approved unanimously  

• Dissenters may insist that the minutes note their 

name and the fact they dissented  

– The minutes need not describe the reasons for 

the dissent
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Form of Minutes – Short Form
Advantages  Disadvantages
Less risk of misinterpretation in 

litigation
Does not explain basis for action taken

More direct record of actions taken
Less detailed record of Directors’ care 

and diligence

Shorter to draft and read
May not demonstrate that detailed 

requirements were met

Less revealing to third parties
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Form of Minutes - Long Form

Advantages Disadvantages

•More detailed record of Directors’ 

care and diligence

•Greater opportunity for 

misinterpretation of wording

•More detailed description of quality 

of deliberations and decisions

•May include extraneous 

information

•More detailed record of 

management’s recommendations and 

support of Directors actions

•Less concise

•More detailed historical record, for 

future reference

•Less risk of omitting a key point
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No “Best” Form

• Hybrid or combination can be used

– Short form for routine items

– Long form for items that are relatively significant or risky, 

where you want to show additional details

Minutes by Goldilocks:

“Just right”

Not too much detail, but not too little.
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Consistency

• Format and style should be the same meeting to 

meeting, for the Board and all Committees

– Avoids having to explain variations of wording, 

content or level of detail among similar situations

– Consistent agenda and minute format and style is 

less confusing to Directors

– Requires coordination if different individuals act 

as secretary at various meetings
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Matters of Style - DO

• Use plain, simple English

• Create a neutral record of events

• Be accurate and clear

• Define acronyms and “code names”

• Be consistent

• Use careful, clear and consistent wording
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Matters of Style – DON’T

• Try to be entertaining

• Use excessive “legalese”

• Use company or industry jargon

• Use unnecessary adjectives or qualifiers

• Add color commentary or value judgments
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Protecting Attorney-Client Privilege

• Note in the minutes all portions of meetings where attorney-

client privileged information is discussed

• Note that such discussions occurred in the presence of 

counsel 

— Identify counsel by name and who they represent (Ryan v. 

Gifford (Del. Ch.) situation)

• Avoid discussion of substance of legal advice

• Accurately record meeting attendees so that the minutes 

reflect when “outsiders” left the meeting

• Consider whether to separate privileged portion of minutes 

in a confidential document
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Executive Sessions
• The minutes should reflect that an executive session was 

held and who was present

– NYSE 303A.03 ”non-management” directors must meet at 
regularly scheduled executive sessions without management

• It is not essential to describe the substance of the 
discussion that took place

– Care should be taken to ensure that the topics discussed are 
only described generally, if at all

• Directors may wish to have the minutes record the 
substance of the discussion from time to time 

– The minutes can be kept by the lead Director or someone 
identified to assume this role
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Draft and Review Process

Reflecting Decisions

• Advisable to note that a decision was reached even 
though no formal action was approved or vote taken

• Trigger the “business judgment rule”

• Informal approvals may be shown in the minutes using 
wording such as:

“The directors concurred with management’s recommendation”

or

“The directors indicated their support”
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Process - Outlining the Minutes

• Standing agendas

– Compare committee charters to agenda

– Ensure regulatory items are covered

• Meeting agenda

– Description

– Note if approval item

– Presenter

– Materials
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Resolutions

• Resolutions constitute the “word of the Board”

• Detailed resolutions should be given to Directors in advance 

of the meeting at which they will be considered

• If permitted by state law and bylaws:

– resolutions may be approved using a unanimous written consent in 

lieu of a meeting

– consents may be delivered electronically

• Minutes need not reflect Robert’s Rules of Order

– The names of persons making motions and seconds are 

generally not recorded in the minutes
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Do I need a resolution?

• Not necessary for all Board actions

• Examples of when resolutions are used:

– Required by statute, charter or bylaws

– Needed to furnish evidence of formal corporate action to a 

third party (e.g., to support a legal opinion)

– Formal establishment of authority and responsibilities

– Declare dividends

– Significant matters that exceed management’s authority

– Amendments of bylaws or charter
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Drafting Resolutions

• Can be “technical” and should be:

– Carefully drafted

– Drafted or reviewed in advance by specialists

– Reviewed in advance by the third party that is requiring the 

resolutions

• Strive for simplification

– Use “Plain English”

– Traditional “Whereas” and “Resolved that” format is not 

essential
• Preambles and recitals can help explain context and basis for resolutions, but 

are not always necessary
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Process - Taking the Minutes

• Should not be a verbatim transcript

– Should not audio tape a meeting

• Avoid creating other unofficial records

Hint: Keep a separate note pad handy for recording follow-up 

items or other notes

There should be only one person

taking notes or minutes
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Process – Review Draft Minutes

• Draft should be prepared by Corporate Secretary immediately 

after the meeting

– Drafts should be clearly marked as “DRAFT”

• Circulate draft minutes (or relevant excerpt) for review by:

– General Counsel

– Chairman and relevant committee chairs

– Presenters and other attendees

– Internal experts – CFO, Tax, Accounting, etc.

– Outside experts – auditor, investment banker, attorney, compensation adviser, etc.

• Be mindful of potential waivers of attorney-client privilege if 

legal advice is reflected in the minutes
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Minutes Approval
• Send to Directors for review

– Good practice to circulate committee minutes to all directors, even non-members

– Consider possibly keeping a record of proposed changes and comments; be aware of 

potential impacts of interactions

• Approval at next (regular) meeting

– Good practice even if not required by state law or bylaws

• Secretary (regular and/or pro tem) sign the final version of the minutes after 

approval

– Can deliver Secretary’s certificate to evidence action taken at the meeting even before final 

minutes are approved

• Post-approval corrections can be made by the Corporate Secretary, if minor and 

ministerial

– Significant changes should be approved by the board or relevant committee in advance

Special Situations

• Keeping it Fresh

• Late Attendees

• Attribution

• Differing Recollections

• Reflecting unanimous votes
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Review by Auditors, Regulators & Creditors

• Allowed to review (but not necessarily copy) 
approved minutes

• Auditors - review regularly

• Regulators - as part of audits or investigations

- protection of privilege is possible

- negotiation of method of production is  
possible
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Draft Destruction
• All notes and drafts (including electronic versions) should be 

promptly destroyed

– Destruction and retention must be consistent with your company’s 
document retention and destruction policy

– Pending litigation or government inquiries may limit your ability to 
destroy notes and drafts

– Follow consistent procedure

– Use care to ensure all electronic copies are deleted (including back-up 
copies) and overwritten on hard drives

– Consider use of board portals

Destroy all copies of draft minutes

including electronic drafts

once the final minutes are signed
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Directors’ Notes and Copies

Immediately after meeting,

destroy all notes, documents, binder contents,  

etc. left by Board members.
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Limit or Allow Access to Minutes

• Directors – always (can archive them on Board 
portal)

• Executive Officers - ?

• Legal department employees – yes

• Internal Audit – review only; no copies (?)

• External Auditors – review only; no copies (?)
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Methods to Store and Preserve Records

• Once signed by the Corporate Secretary, file the final 
minutes and materials in the corporate record

– File in the minutes book the minutes and any documents that 
were incorporated by reference into the minutes

– Supporting materials should be filed separately

– Electronic versus paper (ability depends on state law)

• DGCL §224 - Electronic records permitted

• Companies are increasingly hosting board records on intranets or 
extranets (e.g., BoardVantage, Diligent Board Books)

– Paper records in fire-proof, water-proof storage

– Back-up copies (electronic and paper) at a separate site

• Copies of final minutes sent to accounting department, 
internal and outside auditors
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Points to Remember - Process

�Organize the minutes before the meeting starts

�Anticipate and coordinate meeting procedures

�Control unofficial meeting notes

�Draft and finalize minutes promptly

�Retain final versions securely

�Comply with your document retention policy

� Facilitate document searching


